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KINETIC  CROSS   SECTIONS   FOR ELECTRON-ATOM 

3 Project AF--AFOSR-AF49 (638)-1711. 

F. E. Harris & H. H. Michels, Pbys. Rev. Letters 22_, 1036 (1969). 

F. E. Harris & H. H. Michels, J. C.mp. Phys. 4, 579 (1969). 

AND ELECTRON-MOLECULE COLLISIONS3 

H. H. Michels 

United Aircraft kc?earch Laboratories, 
East Hartford, Coin. 06108 

Practical computational techniq;    re under development for calcu- 

lating the kinetic cross sections for collisions between electrons, 

neutral atoms and molecules.  The initial phases of this investigation 

were directed toward the development of analytic methods useful for 

describing both elastic and inelastic electron-atom collisions.  A non- 

arbitrary (minimum norm) method was formulated and a computer program for 

implementing this method is now in the final check-out stage.  Parr, of 

this years effort was devoted to the development of accurate and efficient 

procedures for evaluating the integrals needed for expansion calculations 

2 
of electron-atom scattering.   Preliminary results have been ootained for 

e-H, and e-He and e-0.  Further studies will involve an analysis of the 

accuracy of this minimum norm technique in comparison with other analytic 

expansions for the scattering wavefunction and with close-coupling numeri- 

cal results. 

Some studies of collisional excitation of molecules by electron 

impact have been initiated this past year.  In particular, we have begun 



an analysis of the photo- and collisionai detachment of electrons from 

0 ,  The dominant features of the cross section for this reaction are 

connected with the Franck-Condor. transition probabilities between the 

2 
ground  II  state of 0   and excited vibrational states of 0 .  Ab 

initio studies are now in progress to determine the electronic structure 

and properties of 0   in order to assess the strength of these molecular 

transitions.  In addition, a preliminary study of dissociative-recombi- 

nation reactions has been undertaken.  A model has been developed which 

should permit calculation of the temperature dependence of the product 

distribution for these reactions.  This information is normally not avail- 

able from experiments but is needed for a more complete understanding of 

the kinetics governing the relaxation of high-temperature gases.  Future 

studies will involve detailed calculations with this kinetic model. 



INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL ENERGIES BY A MOLECULAR BEAM 

SCATTERING METHOD 

Erhard W. Rothe 

Research Institute for Engineering Sciences 

Wayne State University 
Detroit:, Michigan 48202 

Last summer ve moved the molecular beam apparatus from 

San Diego to Detroit and, after an induction period, started 

anew. Accordingly, two types of work <.re discussed:  a) experi- 

ments done in San Diego, but whose analysis was done here 

and b) experiments performed here. 

The San Diego experiments were intermolecular potential- 

energy determinations using glory-scattering from polyatomics. 

These have now been analyzed, and three papers will appear soon, 

3 
In two of these we describe the experiments,  and in the other 

v:e  jrmulate a theoretical framework. 

The experiments in Detroit are planned to investigate 

ionizing "harpoon-type" collisions of neutrals, in the energy 

range of 1-5C eV.  We previously published the results of a 
4 

preliminary study.   Because we had a deadline for moving the 

laboratory, some "stop-gap" measures were required to complete 
5 

a basic measurement.  These improvisations  did this job well, 

but their use precluded the observation of other phenomena that 

would have been very interesting.  We are now working with a 

more versatile experimental arrangement. 

* Grant AFOSR  69-1799 
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Chemical Reactions by Crossed Beams* 

V.A-uilanti, T.Liuti, F.Vecchiocattivi and Cf.G.Volpi 

Dipartinento di Chirnica dell "Universitä di Perugia-06100 Perugia 

(Italy) 

As an approach toward the investigation of reactive col- 

lisions, which requires both the overcoming of experimental 

intensity problems and the understanding of the dynamics of 

elastic and inelastic collisions, two apparatuses are presen- 

tly being used at the University of Perugia. The first one is 

designed for the study of clastic scattering between atoms and 

sinple molecules, under conditions of velocity selected atomic 

beans. Studies of collisions of rare gas atoms with several mo- 

lecules are under way; they give information about the inter- 

molecular forces nertinent to these systems. An intense atomic 

hydrogen beam source has also been developed, and will be used 

in the near future. 

The second apparatus unites the technique of crossed beams 

to the spectroscopic observation of the emission of excited 

species produced by the collision. In particular, an alkali 

ion beam is crossed with an alkali atom beam at energies varia- 

ble in the range from a few eV to a few KeV. The electronic ex- 

citation from the conversion of energy from traslational to in- 

ternal is measured by optical methods. 

* 

'/crk sponsored in part under Contract EOAR F61052-68-C-0068, 
presented at the 11th APOSR Meeting on Kinetic of Energy Con- 
version, September 3 ajjid 4, 1970, Atlanta, G-a. 



PROPERTIES OFENERGETIC IONS TRAPPED IN 

SOLIDS:    PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN v-IRRADIATED 

ALKALINE ICE 

Project AF-AFOSR-70-185ZA 

Ignatz Eisele and Larry Kevan 

Department of Chemistry,   Wayne State University, 

Detroit,   Michigan 48202 

ABSTRACT 

Ionizing radiation produces ions which can often be trapped or stored in 

suitable solid matrices.    The energy associated with these trapped ions can 

be released by optical or thermal excitation.    In this study optical excitation 

leading to photc-onduction is examined.    Electrons produced by \ -i rradiation 

can be trapped with 80-90% efficiency in glassy alkaline ice ,10 M NaOH) at 
o 

i i K.    These trapped electrons are characterized by EPR and optical ab- 

sorption spectra.    Bleaching in the optical band produces photoconduction. 
o 

The photocurrent shows no activated temperature dependence between 4 

and 77   K and under certain conditions to 120   K,   and the wavelength depen- 

dence of the photocurrent coincides with the absorption band.    These results 

show that no stable boun i excited state exists for the trapped electron in 

the polar alkaline ice matrix.    The relation of this result to the importance 

ol short range interactions in electron binding is discussed.    Detailed stud- 

ies of photoconduction at temperatures above 90   K show that radiation-pro- 

duced shallow traps for electrons are formed.    These traps have an average 

depth of 0.048 eV and appear to be associated with a lattice distortion crea- 

ed by the presence of O   .    Both ohmic and superohmic currents are found 

under certain conditions.     The superohmic current is interpreted as due 

to a voltage dependent lifetime of conduction barvj electrons. 



NONEQUILIBRIUM COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 

R. F. Sawyer, Associate Professor 
M. C Branch, Research Assistant 

University of California 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 

Thermal Systems Division 
Berkeley, California 9V720 

The identification of nonequilibrium combustion products, the nature 

of their chemical kinetics, and their effect on propellent performance 

have been objectives of this investigation. Earlier work has focused 

upon (l) the identification of nonequilibrium combustion products based 

upon rocket combustor studies at the Air Force Rocket Propulsion 

Laborstcry, (2) the mathematical modeling of simplified gas phase combus- 

tion processes and the numerical techniques for the solution of these 

models, and (3) the prediction of the effect of nonequilibrium comb "tion 

products upon propellant performance. 

The development of a flow reactor technique for extracting global 

rate data through point sampling was undertaken. Initial, demonstration 

experiments on methane oxidation were conducted in a moderate temperature 

(to 1300 K) flow reactor. Sample collection was through a water cooled, 

aerodynamic quenching probe with low pressure transfer to a time-of-flight 

mass spectrometer. Statistical data analysis techniques for rate calcula- 

tions and the systematic extraction of concentration dependency (orders), 

temperature dependency (overall activation energy), and r..ce constants 

have been developed. 

Project AF-AFOSR-12^6-67 



A high temperature flew reactor is being developed which allows 

for the addition of a reactant gas to an argon stream hse.ted by a 75 kw 

plasma arc. The heated argon, at a bulk temperature of 2^00-3000 K 

flows through a water cooled plenum chamber where diluent argon is added 

and relaxation of electronically excited state is facilitated. The gas 

stream then converges through a water cooled, stainless steel nozzle into 

a section for addition of reactant gas at from 1 to 10 percent of the bulk 

argon flow. The high velocity reactant stream enters the argon stream 

radially to promote turbulent mixing and uniform radial temperature and 

composition profiles. The mixed gas stream then flows through a zirconia 

reactor duct of inner diameter 3»17 cm and at a bulk temperature between 

l600 and 2100 K. Regulation of argon flow rate provides control of flow 

velocity and hence reaction time scale. Gas temperature is controlled 

by the power to the plasma arc. 

A Greyrad model G-13 calorimetric sampling probe will be used for 

simultaneous sample extraction and gas temperature determination. The 

sampled gas :.s analyzed with a Bendix time-of-flight mass spectrometer. 

Operation of the flow reactor is in the turbulent regime at atmospheric 

pressure. The overall reactor length of 45 cm and flow velocities up to 

100 m/sec give reaction times in the millisecond range. 

The kinetic interpretation of reacting systems containing nitrogen and 

hydrogen is hampered by the lack of experimental data on hcmctTe:neous 

decomposition of ammonia. This problem relates directly to the performance 

of hydrazine, both as a monopropellant and as a fuel in combination with 

an oxidizer.   The overall reaction kinetics of the thermal decomposition 

of ammonia is planned as the initial study using the high temperature flow 

reactor. 



C0R3ÜSTI0K KINETICS OF TETRAFLUOROETHYLENE1 

T.  ::.  Adams, D.  M. lieston and R.  A.  Ma tu la 

Thema! and Fluid Sciences 
Drexel  University 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 

The therral dissociation of carbonyl  fluoride (CFpO)  in 

— CFO + F, was studied behind noth incident 

and reflected shoe!; waves.    Preliminary kinetic data have been 

excess argon, CF?0 

obtained in the temperature and total pressure reanges 2500-3200°K 

and 0.5-14 atmospheres.    Dissociation rates of carbonyl fluoride 

were followed by monitoring infrared emission fron its 5.15 micron 

fundamental band, and the effect of optical  depth on kinetic 

measurements    is discussed.    The reaction was found to be unimolecula; 

and the pressure and temperature dependence of the CF?0 dissociation 

rate constant were analyzed by bcth the Lindemann and the Rice- 

Ransperrjer-Kassel unimolecular theory of reaction rates.    The high 

pressure rate constant was found to be represented by 

k    = (9.66 + 0.09) x 1010 exo ( 91912 

U 
) sec -1 

an:; the pressure dependence of the observed rate constant was found 

to be given b' 

"obs ;.05 x 10 exp (• 

"'here T is in °K and P is in atmosnheres.    These preliminary results 

are corioared to the results of previous investigators. 

The spectral absorption coefficient and integrated intensity 

of the 1942 cm"    fundamental  band of CT?0 as a function of pressure 

and temperature has been studied during the past year.    The experi- 

mental  data have been obtained in the pressure and temperature 

Grant AF-AF0SR-68-1606D 
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ranees 1 to 760 torr and 300 to 650K respectively. Since CF?0 

can he well represented as an oblate symmetric top molecule, 

theoretical expressions for energy level populations and 

transition moments can be obtained, and hence the dependence 

of snectral absorption coefficient on wave number can be 

predicted. A computer Program has been developed to predict 

the spectral absomtion coefficient versus wave number and 

temperature for the CFo0 fundamental. If account is taken of the 

fact that the 1942 or.  band is overlapped by a moderately weak 
_i 

overtone band at 1907 cm  and a very weak combination band at 

2010 cm" , the theoretical and experimental values can be compared. 

In the temperature ranne of 300 to 650°K, comparison 

between theory and experiment is excellent, and hence the theoretical 

model can be used to evaluate the spectral absorption coefficient 

of the 1942 cm" band versus wave number at temperatures of interest 

in fluorocarbon combustion studies. 
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DECOMPOSITION KINETICS OF THE ROCKET OXIDIZER AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE3 

E. E. Petersen 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
university of California, Berkeley 

Ammonium perchlorate (AP) is one of the most common oxi- 

dizers used in solid propellants; yet relatively little can be 

agreed upon concerning the controlling mechanism in solid pro- 

pellant combustion.  In such a propeilant powdered AP is mixed 

with fuel, catalyst, and plasticizer, all of which severely 

complicate the description of the burning process; hence a 

simpler system was sought for a more fundamental study.  In 

light of these experimental considerations, large single crys- 

tals of pure and doped AP have been grown from saturated aqueous 

solution and were used in this study of AP deflagration and de- 

flagration limits. 

Deflagration experiments at low and high ambient single 

crystal temperatures has emphasized the effects on burning be- 

havior of AP due to addition of small amounts of catalyst.  These 

experiments suggest the desireability of studying the effect of 

catalysts and catalyst compositions in order to control the 

deflagration and deflagration limits of oxidizers in propeilant 

formulations.  Such data also may be useful in the future for 

writing specifications on AP used in propellants. 

An accurate technique for studying deflagration and deflag- 

ration limits has been developed.  By imposing a temperature 

aProject AF-AFOSR - 68 - 1458, 
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gradient on a single crystal or pellet and arranging the lowest 

temperature to a value below the deflagr; cion limit, the crystal 

extinguishes during the process.  This simple concept has per- 

mitted the accurate determination of the deflagration pressure 

limits as a function of ambient crystal temperatures by a 

quenching experiment.  Therefore, the measurements are no 

longer dependent upon the magnitude of the ignition stimulus 

strength as was true for previous measurements.  This technique 

may be utilized to study pure and doped crystals. 

The deflagration limit data above provide an opportunity 

to test a unified theory of ignition and deflagration because 

at the low pressure deflagration limit the ignition process 

coincides with the deflagration process.  Accordingly a unified 

theory of ignition and deflagration using these data is nearly 

complete which predicts the magnitude of the deflagration limit. 

Also the tneory is the most effective way of ascertaining 

information on the effects of catalysts on the deflagration 

process. 
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THE KINETICS OF THE THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF FO 

by 
J.Czarnowski and H.J9Schumacher 

Tne kinetics of F„0 decomposition was reinvestigated in 

a static system between 2J0 and 310°C and a pressure range 

from 10 to 750 torr using vessels of Mg, Al or quarz (up to 

290°C). The "mixing" and "inlet" time of the gases was of 

the order cf 1C sec. 

No induction period could be observed. All added gases 

increassed the rate of decomposition. Comparirö equal pres- 

sures, the efficiencies of F? and He were almost tne same« 

For the heat of activation a value of 36,9 ± 0,5 kcal 

was obtained. 

The second oraer constants corresponding to tne decom- 

position of pure FpO snowed a small trend to decrease wxth 

increassmg pressure. Experiments in vessels with great v/s 

values will be made in order to prove if this effect is real 

end belongs to the homogenous reaction. 

A series of experiments was executed to find out, if 

the bimolecular reaction between 20F radicals leads directly 

to the formation of F? and 0? or to the formation of Op and 

2F. However, we could not yet come to a finite conclusion. 

THE KINETICS OF THE THERMAL REACTION BETWEEN SF OF and CO 
by 5 

A.J.Colussi and H.J.Schumacher 

The reaction between SF OF and CO wa3 investigated in a 
5 

quarz vessel between 110° and 150°C. It is a homogenous chain 

reaction, SFfi and COp being formed in equimolecular amounts. 

SF50F +  CO Q"0PZ. 5F6 + C02 \ 
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2) 

I) 

k) 

5) 

The rate follows the  equation 
. diSFJ _  klSFcOFI^2 ICOI^ + dt 

Oxygen inhibits the reaction. 

The results can be explained by the following mechanism: 

«)       SF5OF r CO ~    5F50   +   OOF" 

SF50' + co     =  sry  + co2 

3F5     • SF^OF   =    5F6    + SF50
- 

OOF'   + SF5OF   =    C0F2   + SRjG" 

SF5"    + 5F5'     =   S2F10 
1/ J/2 1/2 

+  dlSJfe' -+d_ICOa|   - 2k, (k,/kc)2l5F50Fl     ICOI 
dt*"dt" 

C^-16±1 kcal . cjY*28±»»kca|;^-*0: ^*ftM 

in reactors of Cu and Ni the reaction is neterogenous, 

leading in agreement with Cady to the formation of SOF and 

co?2. 

THE PHOTOCHEMICAL FORMATION UP GIF, IN THE SYSTEM Fn 

by  3 

E.AnSan Roma'n   and  H.J.Schumacher 

C1P 

The reaction between F? and GIF in light of 365mu has 

been investigated between 30 and 50°C. If the excess of F^ 

over GIF is .sufficiently high, F0/FC1 > 2, the quantum effi- 

ciency,^ , of GIF formation is 1,0 Mol/h?. Under this condi 

tion ^> is independent of temperature, pressure and the pre- 

sence of oxygen. It furthermore cioes not matter, if the 

light is absorbed by F or GIF. 

A  mechanism, which explains the results, is given. 

Project AF-APOSfi 1446-68 
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KINETICS OF FLUORINE COMPOUNDS 

THOMAS HOUSER 

CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN ^9001 

The kinetics of the pyrolysis of 0Fr has been studied using a monel, 

stirred-flow reactor.  The experimental conditions employed in the study 

were: temperatures cf 330 to ^30° C, one  atmosphere total pressure, and 1 

tc 10 mole per cent initial concentration of 0F2 with Ht as the diluent 

Under these conditions the unimolecular steps in the reaction would be in 

the second-order pressure region with most of the collision activation 

coming from the He; this results in these unimolecular steps appearing to 

be first-order since the total pressure does not change during reaction. 

It was found that at temperatures 330 to 305°C the rate was definitely 

lower than first-order with respect to initial concentration and sbout first- 

order with respect to time,  At kOf  and 4-30"C the rate was about first-or- 

der with respect to initial concentration and appeared to be less than 

first-order with respect to time.  The addition of F2 produced a small 

inhibition of the rate.  Increasing the surface area of the reactor by 

about a factor of 2. 5 changed the rate by only about lOi and did not change 

the apparent order of the reaction.  It was concluded that the reaction was 

primarily homogeneous and that the observed low order did not result from 

heterogeneity. 

Based on the above observations, an equation of the following form ap- 

peared reasonable for the initial rates. 

ro = k(OF2)0 + k(OF2)0 ^ 

Project AF-AF0SR-12S?l-67 
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The change in order with respect to concentration with temperature could be 

explained by tne shift, in relative size of the two terms.  Values of the 

first-order rate constant are described by the equation 

k = lO10-'' exp(-3^,000/RT)sec"1 

A mechanism, the steady-state treatment of which produces a l/2 order 

term in 0F2 and an overall total pressure order of less than two, involves 

the following steps: 

OF + M —» 0 + F + M (Propagation) 

20F + M —» 0? + F2 t M (Termination) 

It is realized that other propagation-termination steps are reasonable and 

probably contribute to the reaction; however, the observed order is strong 

evidence that the above steps are significant contributors to the overall 

complex mechanism. 

It is planned to study the rate of the reaction 

F I 0F2 —> F2 f OF 

using microwave discharge as a source of F atoms. 

The kinetics of the H2-0F2 reaction have been studied in the same 

system over a temperature range of 110-220°C.  The reaction's stoichiometry is 

0FS + 3/2 H2 —» 2HF + 1/2 E20  + l/k 02 

The rate was strongly inhibited by Op.   Experimental variation of 0F2, H2 

and 0g concentrations leads to a rate expression of the form 

kc(0Fp)(H2)
n 

r = ka(0F2) + kb(0F2)(H2) + 1  - b(üa)/(0Fg) 

where in and n could be 1 or l/2.  The first term represents the heterogeneous 

contribution to the rate. 

Work is continuing to better define the terms in the rate equation. 
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CHEMICAL KINETICS OF FLUORINE COMBUSTION SYSTEMS 

Donald I. MacLean 
Boston College 

Chemistry Department 
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167 

ABSTRACT 

Reactions of the systems H- + F2, NH., + F- and C2H2 + F- 

have been studied in low pressure diffusion flames by means of 

visible-ultraviolet spectroscopy and time-of-flight mass spec- 

trometry.  Two types of multidiffusion burners were developed, 

the one employing fine copper capillaries arranged in a 3 cm 

diameter circle, and the other aluminum slits in a 5 x 5 cm 

array.  A differentially pumped molecular beam sampling system 

was constructed for the mass spectrometer. 

Concentration profiles have been measured for H2 + F2 
flames diluted with Argon, burning at a pressure of 6 mm Hg 

on a multidiffusion burner.  Under these conditions the flame 

is hypergolic.  For a mixture containing 27% F2 and 19.5% H2 
at an overall flow rate of 41.2 cc/sec (at 1 atm0 and room 

temperature) a faint red glow is observed in the oxidation 

zone of the flame but not in the burned gases.  The main re- 

action zone is about 8 mm thick.  Fluorine atoms are detec- 

table in the second half of the reaction zone; their concen- 

tration increases steadily into the burned gas, peaking at 

about 15 mm above the burner«  Under these conditions of ex- 

cess F2 in the flame, H-atoms were too low in concentration 

to be detected, due to the fast reaction H + F2«  The flame 

goes out below 13% (H2 + F2) in Argon at 10 torr pressure« 

Although the NH-, + F2 system is hypergolic at atmospheric 

pressure, it was not possible to ignite it at several centi- 

meters Hg„  The flame was finally ignited by substitution of 

H2 with NH3 in an H2~F2 flame.  The flame velocity of NH3-F2 

is substantially lower than that of H^-F^; also a certain in- 
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hibitory effect of NH-* on H--F-, flames was observed. At 2-3 

torr the flame i^ dark green, at 6-10 torr yellow-green with 

a purple rim at the top of the combustion zone.  The main pro- 

ducts of this flame are N- and HF. As intermediates NTI-F and 

NHF2 are formed, and in smaller amounts also NF^.  Furthermore 

the presence of N2F~, N-H-, NF2' 
NH2 and IJH radi-cals has been 

determined. Hydrazine could not be detected as an intermedi- 

ate. 
Of interest for the study of fluorine reactions at 

high temperature is the system acetylene-fluorine because of 

the high exothermicity of the reaction and the consequent high 

flame temperature. 

The main reaction zone, appearing blue to the eye, has a 

thickness of about 5 mm at a pressure of 5 mm Hg.  The total 

initial flow was 18 cc/sec at 1 atm, with an initial F2/C2H2 

ratio of 3,5.  The main reaction products are CF2 and HF, with 

less than 10 mole percent CF. being formed.  Of particular 

interest is the large concentration of the radical CF2 in the 

burned gas, since this could be used for the study of some re- 

actions of this active species.  Intermediate radicals for 

which only qualitative profiles have been measured as yet are 

CF-, and CF„  Furthermore, a number of partially fluorinated 

unsaturated hydrocarbons ere formed in the main reaction zone 

but disappear again in the burned gas.  Among these are C,HF 

C.HF and C2H2F9. Also observed is CJHL which is known to be 

formed in C2H2-02 flames. 
C?F2  is also formed but in compara- 

tively low concentration.  Nc higher fluoro compounds than 

C2F2 could be detected. 

Plans for the future include the measurement of tempera- 

ture profiles for these flames and study of their stability 

limits.  Other fluorine-containing systems will also be in- 

vestigated in flames and shock fronts. 

aProject AF-AFOSR 68-152 3 
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CHEMICAL KINETICS OF SELECTED FLUORINE REACTIONS (1) 

Joseph B. Levy 
Department of Chemistry 

The George Washington university 
Washington, D. C.  20006 

This program has begun as of September 1, 1970.  Its goal is to add to 

our knowledge of the chemistry of fluorine and its compounds by investigating 

the kinetics of some chemically-simple systems. 

The systems of chief interest are fluorine-chlorine, fluorine-chlorine 

monofluoride and fluorine-xenon. The first has been studied thermally to 

some extent (2, 3) and appears to be a chain reaction yielding mainly chlorine 

monofluoride.  In this program the plan is to study the photochemical system 

in order to evaluate more carefully the energetics af the chain-propagation 

steps.  The effect of oxygen on the system will also be studied to try to 

learn more about the C100 and F00 species.  The second system, which has not 

been studied to date, will also be examined photochemically. 

It is known that xenon and fluorine react photochemically to give xenon 

difluoride at room temperature (4). The reaction kinetics of this system 

will be studied to learn about the energetics of reactions of fluorine atoms 

with xenon and xenon fluoride species (5, 6). 

(1) AFOSR Grant No. 70-1939 

(2) E. A. Fletcher and L. S. Ambes, Combust. Flame, 12, (2), 115 (1968). 

(3) E. A. Fletcher and E. E. Dakneke, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 91, 1603 (1969). 

(4) J. L. Weeks, C. L. Chernick and M. S. Matheson, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 84, 

4612 (1962). 

(5) J. H. Holloway, Progress in Inorganic Chemistry, ed. by F. A. Cotton, 

•-...-. 

J 
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Vol. 6, p. 241 (1964). 

(6)  H. S. Johnston and R. Woolfolk, J. Chem. Phys., 41, 269 (1964). 
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VI?1"''" VjKL  RELAXATION OF C02 WITH 
SELECTED COLLISION PARTNERS* 

Daniel J. Saery 

United Aircraft Research Laboratories 

East Hartford, Connecticut 06l08 

The vibrational relaxation times of C0-C02 mixtures have been measured 

as a function of temperature. In addition, the experimental data have been 

further analyzed to obtain the rate of vibration-vibration energy transfer 

between C09(00l) and C0(v=l). 

The experimental technique consists of time-resolved measurements of 

the infrared from C02 at U.3 Aland CO at k.Jlt*following shock-heating of 

the gas niixi '.re. The exponential time constant for the growth of the 

emission signal is then related to the vibrational relaxation time of the 

mixture. In addition, the emission intensity profile of the CO at k.'J u 

can be used to calculate the rate of energy transfer between C02(00l) and 

C0(v=l). The following reactions must be considered 

C02(000) + M —*   COp(OlO) + M (1) 

C02(030) + M  —v C02(001) + M (2) 

C0(v=0) + M  —* CO(v=l) + M (3) 

CO2(00l) + C0(v=0) —*•     C02(v=l) + C0(v=l) +  E = 206 cm"
1  (h) 

Using literature values for the rates of (l), (2) and (3), the rate of 

reaction (h)  can be calculated. 

^Project AF-0SR-F^620-69-0100 
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Results of experiments and analysis on reaction (h)  will be presented 

along with some new results on reaction (2). In addition, some work on 

hCl-COg vibrational relaxation will be presented. 
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LASER-INDUCED  FLUORESCENCE  OF METAL OXIDES3 

H. P. Broida 
Physics Department, University of California 

Santa Barbara, California 93106 

+ 
Fluorescence of BaO, MgO and PbO, excited by feveral lines of Ar 

laser and by a tunable dye laser pumped with a pulled nitrogen laser, has 

been observed and spectra obtained between 400 and 1100 nm.  Metal oxide 

molecules were produced at low pressures by gas phase chemical reactions 

at room temperature between metal vapors in aa inert gas bath and both 

molecular and atom oxygen.  Weak chemiluminescence was observed from 

BaO and PbO. 

1 1 
The A    £  - X    I  system of BaO has been most  fully studied.     Strongest 

fluorescence using seven Ar    laser lines was  observed  from v'   =  8,   j'   = 49 

excited by 488.0 nm ?nd v'   =  7,   j'   =  3 and 7 excited by 496.5 nm.     Transi- 

tions  from v'   =   1-12  in the upper electronic state  to v" • 0-17  in the 

ground state have been  carefully measured,   and rotational and vibrational 

constants  for the  lower electronic state have been obtained.     Comparisons 

between measured intensities and calculated Franck-Condon  factors have 

1 
been made.    A rotational perturbation in v'  =  7 of the A    I  state was 

found.     Studies also were made  of  collisional energy  transfer by varying 

pressure   from 0.4  to 40 Terr giving  cross  sections   for electronic quench- 

ing and  for vibrational and rotational  transfer by He  of 0.25,   0.1  and 

°2 
2 A    respectively.     Lifetime  and quenching measurements  using the  tunable 

3 Project AF-AF0SR-70-185I 
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dye laser are being made for v' = 0-11 of the A state.  Present results 

show that for v' = 0, T = (3.8 + 0.4) 10" sec and a  = 0.1 A . 

Strong fluorescence of MgO is observed with excitation by several 

+ 
Ar lines but particle formation is extremely rapid causing a difficult 

problem of scattered light.  The vibrational spacings of the series 

excited by 488 nm fits rather well with the first (known) excited 

state, A IT, but this identification is still uncertain. 

Preliminary results using the tunable dye laser for the lifetimes 

of the v' = 0, 1 and 3 vibrational levels of the B state of PbO indicate 

T - 1 x 10  sec.  Although PbO chemiluminescence is readily observed, 

fluorescence of PbO was not observed with the Ar laser. However there 

is strong fluorescence from Pb .  Measurements indicate that ground 

state vibrational constants of Pb„ are poorly knowr, and therefore new 

values of u , to x , and the dissoci  Ion energy will be determined. e  e e °J 
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Title: ENERGY MIGRATION IN IRRADIATED SOLIDS 

Proj ect 
Director: Dr. Joseph Cunningham 

Address: Chemistry Department, University College, Dublin 4, Ireland. 

Our Research in University College Dublin on Energy Transport in 

Irradiated Solids relates to the theme of this meeting on Kinetics of 

Energy Conversion mainly through our attempts to clarify basic steps in 

radiation-catalysed processes.  Such processes aim to convert the energy 

of high-energy ionizing radiations into useful chemical potential by the 

sequence: (i) energy deposition into the solid C-i,dlyst, (ii) localization 

of energy at the catalyst surface (iii) catalysis of endothermic reaction 

at surface sites thus activated by radiation.   If this sequence is to 

convert radiation energy with significant efficiency into chemical potential, 

necessary preconditions are (A) that transport of energy to the surface from 

its site of deposition be efficient and (B) that energy-transfer from the 

surface to adsorbed reactant molecules al<o be efficient.  In our studies 

the efficiencies and kinetics of energy transfer processes type A and type 

B have been explored in model systems. 

Type B energy-transfer is conveniently studied at the surfaces of n-type 

semiconductors illuminated with ultraviolet light, since energy is thereby 

deposited close to the surface.  Gaseous reagents present at the illuminated 

surfaces signal transfer of energy either by photo desorbing from the surface, 

or by undergoing photo-assisted reactions.  Nitrous oxide present above 

illuminated zinc oxides or ferric oxide undergoes additional photo assisted 

dissociation producing gaseous nitrogen and adsorbed oxygen. Ethylene or 

'a Project AF-AFOSR -   610S2-67-C-C'4. 
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ethyl iodide present over illuninated ferric oxide photo desorbs but 

does not change chemically.  Ethyl iodide present over illuminated zinc 

oxides yields several products.  Quantum efficiencies of the photo 

assisted reactions are very low for these reactions involving reactants 

adsorbed from the gas phase.  The low efficiencies and nature of products 

observed can be understood in terms of a rate determining step involving 

transfer of electrons from the bulk to the surface. 

Much larger quantum efficiencies are obsjrved for seme photo-assisted 

reactions in aqueous solutions containing suspensions of zinc oxides. 

High yields are observed for photo oxidations which involve reaction with 

a hole rather than with an electron at the semiconductor surface.  The 

possibility that excitons produced by electron-hole recombination enntribute 

appreciably to the reaction at the surface is being investigated by comparing 

efficiencies of photo assisted reactions for species having absorption bands 

to longer wavelength (e.g. PNDA, riboflavin, KMnO.) than the ZnO band edge 

with efficiency for species having absorption at shorter wavelengths (e.g. 

N0~, NO", S04
=). 

Type A energy transport is being investigated by incorporating radio- 

active nickel-63 ion into the zeolitic framework of molecular sieve type 

materials by ion exchange techniques.  Of all the radiation energy deposited 

within these solids by g-rays of average energy 18 KeV a fraction F, can 

interact directly with surface sites, ^oid a further fraction F may activate 

surface sites if transported to the surface from points of deposition within 

the solid.  Various techniques have been employed without as yet obtaining 

evidence that F can be appreciable for these molecular sieve type materials. 

ESR techniques are being utilised in attempts to "count" the number of 

electrons which reach the surfaces of the sieves. 



THE USE OF O17 TRACER TECHNIQUES IN STUDYING 
THE CHEMISTRY OF VARIOUS OXIDIZERSa 

Irvine J. Solomon 

IIT Research Institute 
10 West 35th Street 

Chicago, Illinois 6o6lo 

The chemistry and properties of various nitrogen oxides are being studied 

by using oxygen-17 tracer techniques along with NMR and EPR studies. The 

"17     "17      "17      17 
following compounds have been prepared: NO , N?0 , ^?°3 ' ^JAI ' anI 

NpOj. . The method of preparation of these compounds required specialized 

techniques, which will be discvssedj due to the high cost of oxygen-17. The 

NMR and EPR work to be carried out will also be discussed. 

Oxygen difluoride has been shown to react with carbonyl fluoride over a 

cesium fluoride catalyst to yield biF(trifluoromethyl) trioxide. It was postu- 

lated that this reaction occurs by the following mechanism: 

COFp + CsF  > Cs+0CF-" 

0F„ + CF O"  > CF OOF 

CF OOF + CF O"  » CF COOCF + F~ 

CF OOF + COF   > CF 000CF 

Oxygen-17 tracer experiments have been carried out and are consistent with this 

mechanism. The reaction was then run in a way to favor the preparation and 

isolation of CF OOF. Although CF 00F_, CF CF^CF OOF, and (CF )2CF00F have 

been reported the methods for their preparatior are tedious. A convenient 

method of preparation CF~00F is discussed, as well as the generality 

of the preprative scheme. 

aProject FW620-70-C-0027 
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Submerged arc, explodi~g wire, and rf discharge techniques all failed 

to produce any evidence for chemical cc:,mbination of He, Ne, or Ar with a 

wide variety of likely reagents. 

Borane, BH
3

, was produced in r~asonable yield from the pyrolysis of 

0 0 0 
BH3co at 280 to 350 • The species survives a rapid quench to 67 K ar.d 

subsequent revaporization. Mass spectrometric characterization was per-

farmed at 65° to 77°K, which revealed that the species unfortunately 

-5 dimerises at temperatures where it exerts a vapor pressure of only 10 

torr. Thus any practical utility of BH
3 

seems unlikely. The new MINDO 

molecular orbital approximations were adapted to the family of B-H-F 

compounds with excellent results in predicting energetic qyantities. 

Aminoborane, H2BNII2 , the isoelectronic analog of ethylene has beer. 

produced from an rf discharge in borazine and rapid quench procedure. 

This highly reactive compound, unknown until now, has been isolated and 

energetically characterized at cryogenic temperatures. The species 

reacts with itself between -196° and -155° C to yield a very inert, white 

polymer. The chemistry of H
2

BNH 2 is now being investigated. 

One may postulate a wide variety of high energy species, but before 

embarking upon experimental synthesis programs, it \>JOuld be informative 

to examine any t!Jcorctic.:ll guidelines that might be developed. Assuming 

a low activation energy, a relatively loose activated complex structure, 

a statistical dynar.1ical r:10del, and the INDO molecular orbital approximations, 

it l1as been possible to evaluate the activation energy and the reaction 

characteristics of several cryogenic reactions. The results, for example, 

on the CF
3 

and BH
3 

dimerizations seem reasonable. Further development of 

these notions arc: underway. PRECEDING PAGE BLANK 
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F2 + ci2 —* 2 CUP 

F2 + C1F —> C1F, 
5 

C1F3 -* C1F + F2 

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF INTERHALOGENS 
Arthur E. Axworthy 

Rocketdyne, A Division of North American Rockwell 
6633 Canoga Ave., Canoga Park, Calif, 9130*+ 

A number of photochemical reactions involving interhalogens will be 

investigated during this program. These will include: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Kinetic studies of these photochemical reactions have not been reported 

previously. 

The stainless steel reactor to be employed in these studies is equipped 

with sapphire windows. These materials are compatible with the halogens and 

interhalogens. Whenever possible, wavelengths will be used which will 

permit the primary photochemical process to be controlled. 

During the course of the program, the photochemical mechanisms for 

reactions 1, 2, and 3 will be compared with the thermal reaction mechanisms 

reported in the literature for reactions 1 and 3, and with the mechanisms 

previously proposed for the thermal decomposition and photochemical formation 

of C1F-. Based on a proposed thermal mechanism, reaction 1 is expected 

to involve a long-chain. It is likely that reaction 2 (which is being 

investigated first) will proceed via the following chain mechanism: 

F2-^2F (14)       ClFg + Fg _*. C1F- + F    (6) 

F + GIF + M _^ C1F2 + M   (5)        2 F + M _* ?2  + M       (7) 

Project AF-AFOSR - TkkC20-70-C-0O9k.    This new program started 1 July 1970. 
Only the unclassified portions of the program will be discussed. 
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INTERFACIAL CHEMICAL REACTIONS3 

Daniel E. Rosner 

Department of Engineering and Applied Science 

Yale University, Mason Laboratory, New Haven, Ct., 06520 

This program is directed toward increasing our understanding 

of how transport and kinetic phenomena determine the. rates of hetero- 

geneous chemical and/or phase changes in systems of aerospace importance. 

Recent theoretical studies are described in the following three areas: 

2 
A. Bubble growth from supersaturated solutions. 

B. Diffusion-limited dissolution of spheres in the absence 

4 
or presence of homogeneous chemical  '.action. 

C. Diffusion as a falsifier of heterogeneous kinetics in 

static and flow systems. 

Additional theoretical work on the effects of homogeneous 

nucleation phenomena in boundary layers" and mixing regions is currently 

in progress. 

Our experimental apparatus for studying atom/solid reaction 

kinetics at temperatures up to the melting points of refractory solids 

has been reconstructed and improved at Yale University.  Recent work on 

7 8 
the 0 and N-atom attack of silicon carbide '  is reviewed.  Future studies 

are outlined in the areas of:  (i) new atom/solid systems of special 

interest, (ii) atom reactions on liquid surfaces, (iii) kinetics of gas 

dissolution in metals and (iv) oxide nucleation and aerosol production 

downstream of reacting filaments. 

a Project AF-AF0SR-F44620-70-C-0026 
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Oxidation Reaction Studies of the Paraffin Hydrocarbons 

F. Dryer and I. Classman 

Guggenheim Laboratories 
Princeton University 

Princeton, N. J. 

Reported at the last contractoral meeting were 

preliminary measurements of reactant-product concentration 

profiles for the methane/oxygen reaction in the turbulent 

flow reactor.  Subsequent chemical profile data on this 

reaction and the propane/oxygen reaction has indicated that 

the simple thermal analysis used in previous investigations ' ' 

is inadequate for predicting reactant concentration profiles 

for the paraffin hydrocarbon oxidations» 

Review of alternative techniques has led to develop- 

ment of an experimental method using gas chromatography as 

the best procedure for making the type of absolute chemical 

measurements necessary for the established goals of the flow 

reactor program.  Design of the new, advanced experimental 

system which uses cryogenic programming will be discussed in 

detail and some experimental reaction measurements recently 

taken will be reported. 
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MB OXIDATION OF METHYL RADICALS* 

R. R. Baldtfin and R. W. Walker 

Department of Chemistry 
University of Hull 
Hull, Yorkshire 

ENGLAND 

Studies of the addition of CH to slowly reacting mixtures of H2 + 0^ 

have suggested that in a stoichiometric mixture, CH_ radicals react pre- 

dominantly with H_ to reform CH ,  To provide further information, the 

oxidation of CH_CH0 was examined in the temperature range 320 - 540 C, a 

detailed study being made at 540°C.  A surprising feature was the high 

yields of CH (up to 60#) and of C2Hg (up to 8#), despite the thirty-fold 

excess of 0-,  These products are formed by the reactions? 

CH4     +     CEjCO   (3) 

(4) 

CH, + 

+ 

3 

CIL^     +     CH^ 

and the ratio k,/kj can be evaluated. 

CLCHO 

CF: C2H6 

T 4 
Over the range 440° - 540°C, the yield of CH rises from about 10# to 

50$, with a corresponding decrease in the oxidation products.  If the 

coddatioa process is represented by the generalised reaction 

CH, oxidation (ox) 

-1 
the ratio k _/k, thus has a negative activation of about 30 kcal mole 

Since E, ss 8 kcal mole" , E  = -(20 to 25) kcal mole .  This negative 

value rules out the direct bimolecular reaction (5) and can only be explained 

by using the termolecular reversible form (6). 

OB, 

CH_ 

"2 

+  M 

HCHO    + 

^=*   CLO2  + 

OH 

M 

(5) 

(6) 

Contract AF EOOAR 68-0013 
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The oxidation of methyl radicals/continued 

If the oxidation of CH_0? occurs by the generalised process 

CH3°2 

then 1c  is given by: 
ox 

oxidation 

kgk^MHx] 

ox 

(7) 

k^[H] + k^X] 

If (-6) is the predominant reaction of CH_0o radicals, 

k  = k,k_[x]/k ,.  The high negative activation energy for k  is thus 

explained by the high value of E ,- compared to E-. and E_. 

Other reaction products include HCHO, CF OH and E , and infor- 

mation on the mechanism of their formation, and on the nature of reaction 

(?), can be obtained by studying the effect of mixture composition on the 

reaction rate and on the yields of products. 
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STUDIES OF EXCITED HYDROGEN IN RELATION 

TO ADVANCED PROPULSION a 

John M.   Flournoy 

Tetra Tech,   Inc. 

630 N.   Rosomead Blvd. ,   Pasadena,   California   91107 

Investigations in a flow system are continuing on the deactivation of vibra- 

tionally excited hydrogen by transfer of vibrational energy to other mole- 

cules and by collisions with various surfaces.    High yields of vibrationally 

exci::d H? and D? are obtained when atoms formed in a microwave dis- 

charge combine on bare Pyrex or quartz.    The  excited molecules have 

been found to be very efficient for collisionai excitation transfer to the 

C-H stretching mode of HCN.    High resolution infrared emission spectra 

of the 3. 0-micron band of HCN have been obtained in this manner (Ref. 1), 

and weaker infrared emissions from H-,0 and CO- have also been observed. 

Kinetic studies of chemical reactions involving vibrationally excited H? 

and D- are being undertaken but are currently limited by the presence of 

some residual atoms in the excited gas mixture.     Efforts are being made 

to produce an atom-free stream containing significant concentrations of 

excited molecules. 

1.    J. M.   Flournoy and L. Y.   Nelson,   Chem.   Phys.   Letters,   6 (in press) 

Contract AF-AFOSR No.   F44620-69-C-0080 
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